Finasteride nano-transferosomal gel formula for management of androgenetic alopecia: ex vivo investigational approach
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Introduction: Finasteride (FIN) is known as type II 5α-reductase inhibitor, which has been approved for the treatment and prevention of androgenetic alopecia. Administration of FIN by oral route has led to undesirable systemic side effects that include mood disturbance, gynecomastia, decreased libido, erectile dysfunction, and ejaculation disorder. The aim was to improve FIN delivery through skin layers and hair follicles that could possibly reduce its major side effects resulting from long-term oral administration for the treatment and prevention of male pattern baldness.

Materials and methods: FIN was formulated as nano-transferosomal (NTF) gel formulations (F1–3). The prepared formulations were characterized for encapsulation efficiency, particle size, ex vivo skin permeation, and kinetic modeling. In addition, visualization of NTF skin penetration using a fluorescence laser microscope was carried out for the selected formula (F2).

Results and discussion: The results showed that FIN encapsulation efficiency percentage was 69.72 ± 8.36, 89.43 ± 6.82, and 93.1 ± 1.93 for F1, F2, and F3, respectively. FIN-NTF average vesicle sizes were 299.6 ± 45.6, 171 ± 25.6, and 197.4 ± 29.1 nm for F1, F2, and F3, respectively. FIN-NTF formulations (F1–3) showed enhancement and improvement in the amount of FIN permeated compared with raw FIN gel formula. The NTF formula revealed uniform fluorescence (rhodamine) intensity across rat skin, which indicated improved delivery through skin layers compared with control gel formula.

Conclusion: These results indicated that NTF gel formula showed the ability to boost FIN delivery across skin layers and could be applied as an alternative for oral therapy.
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Introduction

Finasteride (FIN, Figure 1) is the first specific competitive inhibitor of type II 5α-reductase inhibitor that is used for the treatment of human benign prostatic hyperplasia (BPH) and androgenetic alopecia.1–3 FIN is classified in the Biopharmaceutical Classification System as class II drug possessing high permeability and low solubility. The low solubility of FIN affects the process of drug dissolution and the rate and extent of FIN bioavailability. FIN was approved by the US Food and Drug Administration (FDA) for the treatment of BPH in 1992 and male pattern baldness (male pattern hair loss) in 1997. FIN is available in two different dosage forms. The dosage of 1 mg/day is utilized for the treatment of men with male pattern baldness,4–6 while 5 mg/day dosage is used for the relief of symptoms associated with, and the prevention of disease progression of, BPH.3
FIN reduces androgenetic alopecia through the specific and competitive inhibition of 5α-reductase enzyme. This enzyme is responsible for the dihydrotestosterone (DHT) production in hair follicles. Accordingly, FIN decreases the DHT levels in the hair follicles and in the blood. Although the FDA has approved FIN to use in oral formulations, the administration of FIN by this route has led to undesirable systemic side effects. The undesirable effects include mood disturbance, gynecomastia, decreased libido, erectile dysfunction, and ejaculation disorder. Consequently, successful topical administration of FIN could improve FIN penetration and increase its accumulation in the skin layers and hair follicles and could possibly reduce its major side effects resulting from oral administration.

Topical liposomal formulations have been used widely for their safety, sustained release property, and improved clinical efficacy. However, the drawbacks of utilizing conventional liposomes in transdermal delivery, as they are trapped in the upper skin layers, have been previously reported. Nano-transferosomes (NTF) are one of the new generations of liposomes which have been used to improve drug delivery. NTF are defined as flexible and ultra-deformable vesicles composed of phospholipids and an edge activator. The edge activator destabilizes the lipid bilayers of the vesicular structure that enhances squeezing and penetration through skin layers. Transdermal drug delivery systems that are composed of NTF have been studied widely. Previous studies have incorporated NTF into gel bases and batch formulations. This work aims for the preparation and evaluation of FIN-NTF gel formula for the treatment of androgenetic alopecia. FIN-NTF formulations were characterized for encapsulation efficiency (EE) and particle size. In addition, ex vivo skin permeation and visualization of FIN-NTF skin penetration using a fluorescence microscope for FIN formulation were carried out to achieve a formulation with potentially improved performance that can avoid side effects resulting from the orally administered dosage forms.

Materials and methods
FIN was obtained from DEEF Pharmaceutical industries (Badaya, Qassim, KSA). Span 65 and rhodamine were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich Co. (St Louis, MO, USA). Phospholipon 90G was obtained from Thermo Fisher Scientific (Waltham, MA, USA). Methanol was purchased from EMD Millipore (Billerica, MA, USA).

Formulation of FIN-NTF
FIN-NTF were prepared by modified lipid film hydration technique as previously described. Briefly, FIN and Phospholipon 90G were mixed in molar ratios of 1:2.0, 1:2.75, and 1:3.5 to obtain formulations F1, F2, and F3, respectively. Span 65, 5% w/w of total solid components, was used as edge activator (Table 1). All the three components were dissolved in 50 mL of methanol and sonicated using a water bath sonicator for 10 minutes. The prepared solution was then evaporated using rotary evaporator at 45°C (R-200; BÜCHI Labortechnik AG, Flawil, Switzerland). The formed thin film was kept overnight in vacuum oven for complete removal of solvent. The film was then hydrated using phosphate-buffered saline (PBS), pH 7.2, for 2 hours at 45°C.

Characterization of the prepared FIN-NTF
Determination of FIN entrapment efficiency
The drug entrapment efficiency percent (EE%) was determined using indirect method as described previously. Aqueous dispersion samples of FIN-NTF formulations were centrifuged at 30,000 rpm for 45 minutes at 4°C. The supernatant was further filtered through 0.1 μm membrane filter. FIN concentration in the supernatant solution (unentrapped FIN) was determined by high-performance liquid chromatography (HPLC).

Table 1 Composition, particle size, and EE% of FIN-NTF formulations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Formulation</th>
<th>F1</th>
<th>F2</th>
<th>F3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>FIN</td>
<td>100 mg</td>
<td>100 mg</td>
<td>100 mg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phospholipon 90G</td>
<td>405 mg</td>
<td>559 mg</td>
<td>710 mg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Span 65</td>
<td>25 mg</td>
<td>33 mg</td>
<td>41 mg</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Characterization</th>
<th>F1</th>
<th>F2</th>
<th>F3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Particle size (nm)</td>
<td>299.6 ± 45.6</td>
<td>171 ± 25.6</td>
<td>197.4 ± 29.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EE (%)</td>
<td>69.72 ± 8.36</td>
<td>89.43 ± 6.82</td>
<td>93.1 ± 1.93</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: *Results are presented as mean ± SD.
Abbreviations: FIN, finasteride; EE, entrapment efficiency percent; NTF, nano-transferosomes.
was calculated after analysis utilizing high-performance liquid chromatography (HPLC) assay method as previously reported.28 The EE% was calculated according to Equation (1), where \( C_1 \) is the total amount of FIN included in the preparation of FIN-NTF and \( C_2 \) is the amount of unentrapped FIN:

\[
\text{FIN EE} \% = \frac{C_1 - C_2}{C_1} \times 100
\]

Particle size analysis of the prepared FIN-NTF
The prepared FIN-NTF were subjected to particle size analysis using Zetatrac® Inc. (Montgomeryville, PA, USA) particle size analyzer. The prepared formulations were diluted with distilled water and sonicated for 30 seconds. The average particle size was calculated using five replicate samples.

FIN-NTF transmission electron microscope investigation
The prepared FIN-NTF (F3) were studied using a transmission electron microscope (TEM) (100CX; JEOL, Tokyo, Japan). A drop of diluted FIN-NTF was added onto a TEM grid and then stained with 2% uranyl acid. The grid was dried before investigation.

Preparation of FIN-NTF gel formula
A polymeric solution was prepared by loading FIN-NTF into hydroxypropyl methylcellulose (HPMC). Briefly, FIN-NTF (equivalent to 1 g FIN) were dispersed in distilled water (100 mL) and sonicated for 30 seconds to diffuse any lumps in the dispersion. After that, HPMC (2 g) was dissolved in the NTF aqueous dispersion (100 mL), using magnetic stirrer, and stored at 4°C. In addition, raw FIN gel was prepared by dispersing powdered FIN (1 g) in aqueous (HPMC 2% w/v) solution using the same procedure described for the preparation of FIN-NTF gel.

Ex vivo skin permeation of FIN-NTF gel formula
Permeation studies were carried out using Microette Plus Hanson Automated Vertical Diffusion Cells (Hanson Research, Chatsworth, CA, USA). PBS (pH 5.8) was used as a diffusion medium at 32°C ± 0.5°C and the stirring rate was 400 rpm. Male Wistar rat’s skin from the abdominal region was shaved by electric clipper, excised (3 × 3 cm²), and freed from subcutaneous fats. The animals were provided by King Fahd Medical Research Centre, King Abdulaziz University, Jeddah, Saudi Arabia. The Research Ethics Committee of Faculty of Pharmacy, King Abdulaziz University, approved animal use that followed the Helsinki agreement protocol and the Guiding Principle in Care and Use of Animals (DHEW publication NIH 80-23).

The excised skin parts were examined for skin integrity using a magnifier. The skin was soaked in PBS (pH 5.8) for 3 hours. After that, the prepared skin was mounted between the donor and receptor compartments of the cells. Permeation of FIN-NTF gel was evaluated and amounts of FIN permeated were determined using HPLC. The obtained data were compared with permeation data of raw FIN-loaded HPMC gel.

Analysis of permeation parameters and kinetic modeling
The release pattern of FIN was determined according to relation of the cumulative amount of FIN permeated (Q) per unit area as a function of time. Steady-state flux (\( J_{\text{ss}} \)), permeability coefficient (\( P_c \)), and diffusion coefficient (D) were calculated as previously reported.26,28 In addition, the obtained permeation data were fitted into different kinetic models: zero, first, Higuchi, Hixon–Crowell, and Baker-Lonsdale models.19,30,31 Linearity and correlation coefficient (\( r \)) were evaluated.

Visualization of NTF skin penetration using a fluorescence laser microscope
FIN-NTF gel formulation (F2) was selected for the fluorescence laser microscope investigation. Rhodamine (0.15 µmol/mL) was used instead of FIN in the preparation of NTF gel as described in the previous sections. The rhodamine-loaded NTF were applied on the excised rat skin and penetration of rhodamine-NTF gel formulation across rat skin was investigated using automated diffusion cell sampling system as previously described. For comparative study, gel formula loaded with raw rhodamine (control) was prepared and treated as described earlier for NTF loaded with rhodamine gel formulation. Skin removed after 1 and 5 hours was kept in formalin. Blocks of paraffin wax-embedded skin samples were prepared and cut into 4 µm thick longitudinal sections using a microtome (Leica Microsystems SM2400; Cambridge, United Kingdom). The prepared samples were finally observed using Zeiss Axio Observer D1 Inverted Dic Fluorescence microscope (Carl Zeiss AG, Oberkochen, Germany) with a 470/40 nm excitation filter, a 495 beam splitter, and a 525/50 nm emission filter. Images were acquired with identical acquisition parameters, with minimum excitation and gain.
Results and discussion

Formulation and characterization of FIN-NTF

FIN-NTF formulations were prepared based on a previously reported study.19 The prepared formulations were obtained through preparation of drug-to-phospholipid molar ratios of 1:2.0, 1:2.75, and 1:3.5, and surfactant hydrophilic-lipophilic balance (HLB) value of 2.08 (Table 1). FIN EE% in the prepared NTF was found to be 69.72 ± 8.36, 89.43 ± 6.82, and 93.1 ± 1.93 for F1, F2, and F3, respectively (Table 1). Formula F1 showed the lowest EE% because of the low FIN: phospholipid lipid ratio (1:2) that could lead to the inability of NTF components to fully entrap FIN amount included in the formula preparation. The high EE% observed for the prepared F2 and F3 formulations could be related to the low aqueous solubility of FIN that favors the entrapment of FIN in the NTF vesicles. The high EE% results obtained for F2 and F3 formulations are in agreement with the previously reported results for the entrapment of sildenafil in NTF.19

The prepared NTF formulations showed average particle size of 299.6 ± 45.6, 171 ± 25.6, and 197.4 ± 29.1 nm for F1, F2, and F3, respectively (Table 1). The reduced vesicle size of the prepared NTF is attributed to the hydrophobic nature, ie, low HLB of the surfactant. This finding is attributed to the limited water uptake into vesicle core and the reduced surface energy associated with increased hydrophobicity of edge activator that leads to formation of smaller vesicles. TEM images of the prepared FIN-NTF vesicles (Figure 2) showed vesicles with spherical shape and comparable average vesicle size range similar to the data obtained by using Zetatrack particle size analyzer.

Ex vivo skin permeation of FIN-NTF gel formula

Ex vivo investigation of FIN-NTF formulations (F1–3) injected through excised rat skin was carried out as an indication to the expected in vivo performance. The data regarding cumulative amount of FIN permeated from NTF gel formulations were compared with raw FIN-loaded gel formula (control gel), as shown in Figure 3. The results revealed a significant enhancement and improvement (p < 0.05) in the amount of FIN permeated compared with raw FIN gel formula. FIN-NTF gel formulations (F1–3) showed a sustained release pattern of FIN over the 24-hour study period. However, raw FIN gel formula showed slower permeation pattern with the maximum amount of FIN permeated after 24 hours being 13.6 ± 3.61 µg compared with 66.03, 48.98, and 41.81 µg of FIN permeated from FIN-NTF gel formulations F1, F2, and F3, respectively. This could be attributed to the improved nano-dispersion of FIN in the NTF and the ability of ultra-deformable NTF vesicles to deliver FIN through skin layers.32

Analysis of permeation parameters and kinetic modeling

The calculated FIN skin permeation parameters revealed improved results of steady-state flux (JSS), permeability coefficient (Pc), and diffusion coefficient (D) for FIN-NTF gel formulations (F1–3) compared with raw FIN gel (Table 2). FIN-NTF gel formula improved permeation parameters compared with raw FIN gel (control), which could be attributed to the flexibility and deformable structure of transferosomes that

Figure 2 TEM images of the prepared FIN-NTF vesicles (F3).

Abbreviations: FIN, finasteride; NTF, nano-transferosomes; TEM, transmission electron microscopy.

Figure 3 Ex vivo cumulative amount of FIN permeate from rat skin after application of FIN-NTF gel formula and raw FIN gel formula.

Abbreviations: FIN, finasteride; NTF, nano-transferosomes.
Table 2 Ex vivo permeation parameters for FIN-NTF gel formulations (F1–3) and raw FIN gel

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Formulation</th>
<th>D_{max} (μg) ± SD</th>
<th>J_{ss} (μg/cm²·h)</th>
<th>P_c (cm/h) × 10^{-2}</th>
<th>D (cm²/h) × 10^{-2}</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Raw FIN gel</td>
<td>13.95 ± 3.4</td>
<td>0.368</td>
<td>0.516</td>
<td>1.018</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F1</td>
<td>66.03 ± 7.9</td>
<td>1.504</td>
<td>2.112</td>
<td>1.815</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F2</td>
<td>48.98 ± 9.3</td>
<td>1.288</td>
<td>1.808</td>
<td>1.35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F3</td>
<td>41.81 ± 4.3</td>
<td>1.919</td>
<td>2.693</td>
<td>1.77</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Abbreviations: FIN, finasteride; NTF, nano-transferosomes; D_{max}, maximum amount of drug permeated; J_{ss}, steady-state flux; P_c, permeability coefficient; D, diffusion coefficient.

To facilitate their penetration through skin layers,17–20,33 Moreover, the presence of edge activator in transferosome formulation destabilizes the lipid bilayer that contributes, along with the nano-size range of transferosomes, to the permeation enhancement of FIN from NTF formula.22,23,33 The large surface area of the formed FIN-NTF vesicles improves corneocyte contact which, in turn, improves the amount of FIN permeating the skin.19 The improved permeation parameters (Table 2) of the FIN-NTF gel formulations indicate the potential application of FIN for improved delivery through skin layers.

Kinetic analysis of the permeation data for FIN-NTF gel formulations (F1–3) and raw FIN gel are presented in Table 3. The results revealed that the permeation of FIN from FIN-NTF gel formulations (F1–3) followed Baker–Lonsdale model as indicated by the highest correlation coefficient (r) of the model (Table 3). However, raw FIN gel followed Higuchi diffusion model (Table 3). Baker–Lonsdale model, derived from Higuchi diffusion model, explains drug release from spherical matrix.31

The results of this study for FIN-NTF formulations (F1–3) revealed no significant difference (p < 0.05) in particle size, EE%, and permeation results for F2 and F3. However, both formulations (F2 and F3) showed significant (p < 0.05) improvement in particle size and EE% results compared with F1 formula. F1 showed improved permeation characters compared with F2 and F3 formulations. The prepared formulations (F1–3) followed Baker–Lonsdale kinetic model. Accordingly, NTF gel formula (F2) was selected as a model NTF formula for the visualization of skin penetration investigation.

Visualization of NTF skin penetration using a fluorescence laser microscope

The penetration of fluorescence (rhodamine)-loaded NTF (F2) gel through rat skin layers was compared with raw rhodamine (control) gel, as shown in Figure 4. Results revealed that NTF gel formula improved the delivery of rhodamine through skin layers when compared with control gel formula. The improved delivery of rhodamine using NTF gel formula is indicated by the distribution of fluorescence with uniform intensity through skin layers (Figure 4 [5 h]). Accordingly, NTF gel formula showed the capability to enhance FIN skin penetration into the deeper dermal tissue.

The flexibility and ultra-deformable nature of NTF is responsible for the improved penetration of FIN into skin layers. The edge activator in NTF vesicles imparts flexibility to the vesicular structure, as it destabilizes the lipid bilayers and enhances its squeezing and penetration through the skin.19,33 The improved FIN delivery to the entire depth of the skin revealed that improved amounts of FIN are delivered to the scalp skin, keeping FIN levels in serum at low level. Consequently, it allows to reduce scalp skin DHT levels during the long term of course treatment without initiating the undesirable side effects of FIN resulting from chronic high FIN plasma levels taken by other routes of administration.

Conclusion

FIN-NTF gel formulations have been investigated as possible transdermal delivery systems for FIN. The NTF formulations showed high EE% and vesicular sizes of 171–299.6 nm. TEM images of the prepared FIN-NTF vesicles showed vesicles
with spherical shape and comparable average vesicle size range to the data obtained by using particle size analyzer. In addition, significant enhancement and improvement ($p < 0.05$) in the amount of FIN permeated across rat skin layers after 24 hours with 66.03, 48.98, and 41.81 µg of FIN permeated from FIN-NTF gel formulations F1, F2, and F3, respectively, were achieved compared with raw FIN gel formula where the maximum amount of FIN permeated was $13.6 \pm 3.61$ µg. This finding was confirmed with uniform fluorescence intensity of rhodamine-loaded NTF formula (F2) compared with raw rhodamine gel formula (control). The improved release of FIN from NTF gel formulations successfully indicated the possibility of FIN-NTF application as topical gel formula. According to these findings, FIN-NTF gel formulation could be a potential promising alternative drug delivery system that could possibly reduce FIN major side effects resulting from long-term oral administration for management of androgenetic alopecia.
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